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CHAPTER 4. PUBLIC OPEN SPACE POLICY AND THE EXISTING PROVISION 
SOUTH EAST LONDON.
The hierarchy of open space provision recommended in the Greater London 
Development Plan * as a guide to the distrihution, siting and kind of open 
spaces required, acts as a target or ideal against which existing provision 
can he measured. This function has been noted in another context by 
Cosgrove and Jackson although it is equally applicable to open space:- 
"the value of a theoretical hierarchy of urban places is that it may
be tested against reality and the ideal system matched against the
2 existing system to highlight gaps in the present network of provision," *
One method of identifying deficiencies is to map existing open spaces and 
circumscribe them with hypothetical catchment areas based on expected 
travelling distances. This would identify deficiency areas for different 
levels of park provision. The Greater London Council produced such def- 
iciency maps in the Report of Studies for Metropolitan and District Parks, " 
If the deficiencies are then remedied with the appropriate type of open 
spaces then the actual distribution should begin to resemble the theoretical 
distribution, assuming that the existing pattern has the potential to develop 
into the ideal hierarchical pattern,
A number of studies have attempted to test whether a hierarchy of settlements
1. G,L,C, Greater London Development Plan, Approved by Secretary of State 
for the' Environment on July 9th 1976. (London: G.L.C. 1976). 
P, 88 Table 7. See also Ch, 1, Table 1.2(d) P. 33.
2. I, Cosgrove & R, Jackson, The Geography of Recreation and Leisure, 
(London: H.U.L. 1972). P, 143
3. G.L.C. Planning Department, Greater London Development Plan 
Report of Studies, (London G.L.C, 1969). PP.. 126-127 
Fig. 5.7 & 5,8.
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and other phenomena such as shopping centres and playgrounds occur in reality 
in accordance with central place theory. * These test the observed size, 
distribution and spacing, and function and characteristics of individuals in 
the system with the ideal central place hierarchy. In this chapter similar 
statistical tests will be applied to the parks of south east London to see 
whether a hierarchy exists or, more realistically, could develop in accordance 
with G.L.D.P. recommendations. The analysis should indicate whether tJje 
pursuit of the open space hierarchy is feasible and desirable or whether an 
alternative policy is more appropriate. The background material on provision 
developed in Chapter 2 will be incorporated, where appropriate, to explain any 
incongruencies or anomolies that may occur.
There are three physical components of the G.L.D.P. hierarchy that can be 
tested against reality: the size; distribution and characteristics of open space. 
Size is the independent component upon which the distribution and characteristics 
are dependent.
4.1 Size of Open Space.
Four approximate size categories are recommended in the hierarchy: Metropolitan 
Parks (150 acres); District Parks (50 acres); Local Parks (5 acres) and Small Local 
Parks (under 5 acres). In the subsequent analysis these are taken as minimum 
sizes so that Metropolitan Parks are of 150 acres or over, District Parks 50-149 
acres, Local Parks 5-^9 acres and Small Local Parks under 5 acres. The expected 
frequency distribution for these size categories (Fig. 4.1), shows discrete groups 
ranging from a large number of local and small local parks through to a small
number of metropolitan parks. The relationship between the numbers is a geometric
PJ 
progression following Christaller 1 s K = 3 hierarchy. *
4. See Appendix l(b) P, 49.
5. Ibid.
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By comparison the observed frequency distribution of open space in south 
east London shows a large number of small open spaces of 5 acres or less, 
then very much fewer larger open spaces declining rapidly in number between 
5 acres and 60 acres. Larger parks occur at 100, 150, 200 and over 250 
acres (Fig. 4.1 )* This distribution resembles a broken continuum 
rather than a hierarchy of four discrete size categories. The actual 
distribution is only hierarchical insofar as there are a large number 
of small parks and fewer large ones,
4.2 Distribution of Open Space.
The G 0L,D0 P, hierarchy suggests that parks would be theoretically distributee 
in a regular hexagonal pattern, with small local parks having the smaller 
catchment areas and nesting within the larger catchment areas of local 
parks. In the same way local parks would nest within the larger catchment 
areas of district parks and so on, through to metropolitan parks. *
There are two related ways of testing whether the actual distribution of 
parks in south east London resembles the theoretical distribution: 
(i) to compare the observed average distance between parks for
each size category with the expected distance of the theoretical 
hierarchy.
(ii) to test the regularity of the distribution of parks for each 
size category by the use of the Nearest Neighbour Statistic
The analysis will be carried out for metropolitan, district and local park
o
size categories as veil as for all three size categories combined. *
(a) Metropolitan Parks,
According to the G.L.D.P, hierarchy every home should be within 2 miles of a 
metropolitan park. Assuming a hexagonal distribution then individuals in this 
size category should be 3*5 miles apart. The observed average distance for 
parks within the study area is 2.68 miles which is considerably less than the 
expected. From this it might be inferred that provision at the metropolitan 
level is more than adequate. Even the upper limit of the range of observed 
distances is only 3.^5 miles for metropolitan parks. * However the average 
distance gives little indication of the nature of the distribution.
The nearest neighbour statistic (Rn) is 2.03 and indicates that the distribution 
contains a significant element of regularity at the 95% confidence level. * 
The metropolitan parks within the study area have a tendency to be regularly 
distributed and this is in accordance with the theoretical hierarchy.
(b) District Parks.
Parks in this size category should be ideally distributed so that residents 
are within \ mile of them. Individual district parks should be 1.32 miles 
apart, according to the theoretical hexagonal distribution. In fact the 
observed average distance is 1.27 miles, only slightly less than the expected, 
but this average masks considerable variation in the range of distances 
between first nearest neighbour district parks of 0.6 miles to
8. Analysis of small local open space has been omitted due to the visibly 
clustered nature of this size category.
9. See Appendix l(b) P. 49.
10. See Appendix IV(a) for tables of observed distances and calculations.P.2?3 et.seq
11. Ibid.
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2.15 miles. This variation would suggest that the distribution will not 
be regular. The nearest neighbour statistic (Rn) is 1.1 which indicates 
that the distribution is neither significantly regular or significantly 
clustered. In terms of the statistic it is described as a random pattern. 
This does not necessarily imply that the processes behind the pattern of 
district parks are random, any more than the processes behind the location of 
metropolitan parks are systematic. The statistic can only offer an objective 
description of distribution not an explanation of its cause,
(c) Local parks.
The (sl.L,D.P. hierarchy suggests that local parks should be located within 
\ mile of each home so that each park would be 0.44 miles apart. In a 
similar way to district parks the observed average distance of 0.49 miles 
is similar to the expected distance. Similarly there is a wide range of 
values for distances between first nearest neighbours of local parks of 0.2 
miles to 1.25 miles. The nearest neighbour statistic (Rn) is 1.0 which 
indicates that there is neither a tendency towards regularity or clustering, 
in fact a perfectly random distribution.
This analysis can be applied to metropolitan, district and local parks 
together. Because of the nesting of parks of different size categories 
implicit in the hexagonal arrangement all parks should be regularly distributee
and each park should be within 0,44 miles of its nearest neighbour i.e. both
12 
metropolitan and district parks will serve also as local parks. * The
observed average distance between all parks and their first nearest neighbours, 
12. See .Appendix l(b) P. 49,
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irrespective of size is 0.49 miles which is the same as for local parks. 
The nearest neighbour statistic is 1.14 which although indicating a ten- 
dency towards regularity is not significant at the 95^ confidence level 
and suggests a random distribution of all parks.
These findings can be corroborated by visual inspection of Fig. 4.2, 
Metropolitan parks appear to be most regularly distributed, although there 
is a deficiency at this level in north Southwark. The deficiency analysis 
carried out by the Greater London Council confirms this finding. 15 ' District 
and local parks are well represented in the outer suburbs and are almost 
totally absent in inner parts of north Southwark and Lewisham. The 
reverse is true for small local parks, which are heavily clustered in 
inner areas. This situation is confirmed for the whole of Greater London in 
the Report of Studies:
"very large open spaces are spread fairly evenly throughout the 
metropolis and small open spaces less evenly."
Table 5.2 shows that outer London has a higher proportion of medium sized
/ \ 14 
spaces (5-50 acres) than inner London. *
4.3 Characteristics of Open Space.
The G.L.D.P. also recommends that parks at different levels in the hierarchy
should have certain characteristics and facilities to enable them to perform
15 their intended function. * Table 4.3 summarizes these characteristics
for the four types of park provision. There are two important points to note
13. Op. cit. G.L.C. Greater London Development Plan. Report of Studies
P.126 Fig. 5.7
14 « Ibid para. 5.4 and Table 5.2. 
15. See Ch. 1. Table 1. P. 33.
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which are fundamental to the open space hierarchy. As a general rule the 
lumber of facilities increases as the size of park increases, and also there 
is a nesting of characteristics with increasing park size e.g. district 
parks contain all the characteristics of local and small local parks. 
Parallels can be drawn with Central Place Theory where the number of 
functions increases for higher order central places and higher order places 
perform the functions of lower order places. "
Table 4.3
An important exception to this general rule is metropolitan parks (a)(i) 
which are natural heathland, downland, commons or woodland and have no 
facilities other than car parking. In this case it is solely the natural 
terrain that provides the metropolitan function rather than a wide range 
of man-made facilities. This park type does not conform with the nesting 
arrangement either, as it does not contain the facilities to enable it to 
function as a district, local or small local park. This has important 
implications for the operation of the hierarchy insofar as areas adjacent 
to parks of this type may be deficient in district and local park facilities.
With the exception of this non-conforming park type it should be possible to 
test whether the characteristics of south east London parks resemble the 
G.L,D.P. hierarchy in the following ways:
(a) to see whether a positive relationship exists between size
of parks and the number of characteristics/facilities they possess.
(b) to examine whether certain types of characteristics are associated 
with different park sizes and whether the nesting arrangement 
operates 0
(a) Size and number of characteristics.
A considerable amount of empirical work has been undertaken to test the
existence of a functional hierarchy of settlements by relating size of
17 
settlement to range of functions. * These relationships have been analysed
17. e.g. B.J.L. Berry & W. Garrison. Functional Bases of the Central Place 
Hierarchy; Economic Geography 3^(1958) PP. 145-15^» 
H.A. Stafford" Jnr, The functional bases of small towns; 
Economic Geography 1963 (39)PP. 165-175 
K.A, Gunarwandena.Service Centres in Southern Ceylon; 
University of Cambridge Ph.D. Thesis 1962.
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statistical measures of association and scatter diagrams.
A descriptive graphical approach will be adopted here to show the relationship 
between size and the number of characteristics of parks in south east London and 
to compare this with the expected relationship suggested by the hierarchy. Fig. 
4.3(i) shows the relationship between the size of metropolitan, district and 
local parks and the number of facilities occurring in each. The overlay indicates 
the type of scatter that should occur in order to reflect the theoretical hierarchy 
and it is clear that the majority of parks do not conform to this pattern. There 
are no discrete size groupings as was noted earlier, but rather a continuum. Also 
there is no clear relationship between size and the number of facilities. All 
three categories contain some parks with no facilities, implying that the nesting 
arrangement for these is absent. Additionally a number of district parks, in 
terms of the number of facilities they contain, perform the function of metro- 
politan parks and the same is true for local parks performing district functions.
This is shown more clearly on Fig. 4.3(ii) which indicates the frequency
-1 Q
distributions of facility types, * for parks of different size categories. 
In Fig. 4.3(ii) both metropolitan and district parks are treated together. 
According to the hierarchy all district parks should have three facility 
types and all metropolitan parks four. The non-conforming parks with 
between 0 and 2 types of facility are explained by the semi-natural open 
spaces referred to earlier. Local parks should contain two types of 
facility according to the hierarchy. It is apparent that a large number
18. A distinction is made in this analysis between individual facilities
(Fig. 4.3(i) and facility types (F'ig. 4.3(ii) ). The latter are listed 
below in relation to park types.
Parks. Facility types.
childrens(l) courts (2) pitches^) specialist.
Metropolitan 7 v v 7 
District v/ / / 
Local y / 
Small Local \J
Based on Table 4.3.
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have three facility types thereby performing a district function and 
a larger number have only one or no facilities, performing the function 
of small local parks. The hierarchy is most closely reflected for small 
local parks, with the majority of parks containing only one or no facili- 
ties.
(b) Size and type of characteristics.
The preceding analysis gives no indication of the type of facilities 
associated with different size categories. Table 4.3 sets out the facility 
types for the four park categories of the G.L.D.P. hierarchy. In theory 
there should be four homogeneous groups of parks in terms of the type of 
facilities they contain (excluding the semi-natural metropolitan parks 
referred to earlier). There should also be a nesting of facilities in 
accordance with the hierarchy. An ideal technique for testing for the
existence of discrete and homogeneous groups of parks according to facility
19 type and the nesting arrangement is that of single link cluster analysis. *
This is a taxonomic device for grouping objects (parks) according to 
similarity of variables (facilities). The main output from this analysis 
is a dendrogram, or two-dimensional tree diagram which illustrates the 
grouping of a set of objects (parks) into clusters. The dendrogram 
illustrates the hierarchical nature of this grouping process. Identical 
pairs of parks cluster first by definition at the lowest level of dissimi- 
larity. These groups then join other individuals or groups of parks at a 
higher level of dissimilarity until the entire set of parks forms a single 
group. Fig. 4,3.(iii)will clarify the process and illustrates the type of 
dendrogram that could be expected if parks conformed to the G.L.D.P. hierarchy.
19. See Appendix IV(b). P, 233 et. seq.
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4«3(iii)Dendrogram expected from G 0 L 0 D 0 P 0 hierarchy,
Dissimilarity Coefficient 
(Facilities)
Increasing 
Dissimilarity
Identical
Metropolitan District Local Small Local
Objects (parks)
The facilities are identical for each size category, and form discrete
homogeneous groups at the lowest level of dissimilarity. Between groups
the local and small local parks are most similar and fuse together at the 
next lowest level of dissimilarity,, District and local parks in a similar 
way fuse at a higher level of dissimilarity, and finally metropolitan and 
district parks fuse at the highest level of dissimilarity at which level 
the whole set forms one group.
Fig, 4.3 (iv)sriows the dendrogram resulting from the cluster analysis of 
parks by facility in south east London, and it is evident that there is no 
clear cut hierarchy. Apart from two large early clusters of parks with 
similar facilities the remaining parks tend to be more complex and dissimilar 
one to another, and failing to form separate classes they join the expanding 
cluster individually.
flnside back cover*
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in order to interpret the dendrogram more fully a level of dissimilarity 
(3.5o71) was chosen to differentiate the major clusters of parks. There are 
only two important clusters; those parks with playgrounds as the predominant 
facility; and those parks with no facilities at all. Apart from this there 
are only small clusters (of five or less parks) or parks which are 
dissimilar at this level. For ease of analysis a number of small clusters 
displaying similar characteristics i.e. combinations of childrens* facilities 
have been manually grouped. The four categories to emerge have been 
mapped (see Fig. 4.3(v))for south east London. This map also relates size 
of open space to the categories which have been defined, and will be 
referred to in the description that follows of each category.
Cluster A. Parks with no facilities predominant. (Figs. 4.3(iv) and 4.3(v). *
This is the largest cluster containing 83 parks representing 37$ of the 
total set. It is not a homogeneous cluster and some parks have very limited 
sports facility provision as follows: 10$ have football pitches; 5$ have 
cricket pitches; 4$ tennis courts; and one park has a bowling green and 
another playground.
These "no facility" parks are predominantly small in size with 73$ being 
small local parks of under 5 acres and 24$ being local parks (5-50 acres). 
The remaining 3$ are metropolitan parks of the "semi-natural" type. This 
cluster conforms fairly closely with the theoretical hierarchy insofar as 
small local parks should have either limited play facilities or sitting out 
areas and gardens. Whilst the presence of the latter was not incorporated 
into the analysis it can be inferred that this minimal type of facility 
would be present in many of the parks in this cluster.
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Predominant Facility X. /» O 
O No facility(cluster A)
© Playgrounds(cluster B)
O Childrens 1 facilities
(including paddling pools, 
playclubs & playgrounds) 
(clusters C - F)
Multi-facility(none 
predominant)
Size 
C j Metropolitan
District
O Local
O Small Local
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The distribution of the parks in this cluster does not conform with the 
expected regular distribution of small local and local parks which the hierarchy 
implies. Inspection of Fig. 4,3(v) suggests that parks are geographically 
clustered within 2j miles of central London and beyond 5 miles of the centre.
20 This pattern was noted earlier in the general analysis of park provision, *
the inner group being typified by churchyards and squares, the only remaining 
open spaces in the densely developed inner parts of London, and the outer 
group being typified by semi -natural open spaces such as commons, heaths 
and woods.
Cluster R« Parks with playgrounds as predominant facility,
There are 59 parks in this category representing 26$ of the set. This is 
not a homogeneous cluster and some parks have a limited level of sports 
facility provision: 29$ have football pitches; 19$ tennis courts; 15$ 
cricket pitches; 10$ netball courts and 5$ bowling greens.
These facilities are associated with smaller parks, 68$ of the cluster being 
small local parks of less than 5 acres and 29$ being local parks between 5 
and 50 acres. The remaining 3$ are district parks. In terms of type of 
facility related to size, this cluster most closely resembles the theoretical 
hierarchy.
Again there is no regular distribution of parks in this cluster but rather 
a concentration in north Southwark within2jmiles of central London and beyond 
5 miles from the centre. The concentration in Inner London is explained by 
the very small parks in this area (nearly all 5 acres or less) in which only
20. See Chapter 2 Section 2.3(b).P. 96 et. seq.
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limited facilities can be provided^ In such high density urban areas 
playgrounds take priority in terms of facility provision. In the outer 
suburbs the parks in this cluster are generally larger (5-50 acres) and the 
predominance of playground provision as opposed to other facilities may be 
a matter of borough policy. Also there may not be such a need to provide 
such a range of facility provision being adjacent to open country and 
furthermore sports facilities are very well provided for by the public
sector. The lack of variety in facility provision beyond 5 miles of the
21 centre is confirmed by earlier background analysis. *
Clusters G.'p.E p_____Childrens' facilities.
These four clusters account for 24 parks, or 10.5$ of the total. They 
contain combinations of childrens' facilities including playgrounds, playclubs, 
paddling pools and 5-a-side kickabout areas. Three fifths of these parks 
are under 5 acres and the remainder under 50 acres. The provision of
predominantly childrens 1 facilities is confined to local and small local
l\ 
parks as for playground provision only (cluster J3)« The geographical
P, distribution of these parks is similar to that of parks in cluster B> and
are virtually all confined to the London boroughs of Lewisham and Southwark. 
Both these boroughs have well developed policies towards play provision and 
pi ay leadership which partly accounts for the distribution. Southwark has 
a number of all weather kickabout areas which act as high intensity use 
facilities in inner areas otherwise deficient in open space.
Remaining clusters and individuals. No particular facility predominant.
21. Ibid
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The remaining parks in the set (26$) form 5 small clusters of 4 or less
^k 
individuals,the 3.56?1 level of dissimilarity or are individuals dissimilar
to one another and failing to form clusters. The combination and range of 
facilities is slightly different for these parks drawn from sports facilities, 
childrens* facilities and specialist facilities.
These parks encompass a much larger size range than in the previous groups 
discussed. 8^ are metropolitan parks of over 150 acres, 17% are district 
parks (50-150 acres) 53^ are local parks (5-50 acres) and 22f0 are small 
local parks under 5 acres. One would expect that parks containing more 
complex combinations of facilities would be larger. However the lack of 
any discrete clusters associated with different sized parks indicates a 
lack of hierarchy among the larger parks of south east London.
The location of these parks is concentrated in a band between 2^ and 5 
miles of the centre of London (Fig, 4,3(v) ), Again there is no regularity 
of distribution of parks reinforcing the absence of a hierarchy. This 
distribution is confirmed by earlier analysis of the supply of open space whict
indicated that multi-facility parks were found beyond the inner city area
22 in the true suburbs, but not so much in the outer suburbs of south Bromley. *
4.4 Greater London Development Plan hierarchy and the parks of south east 
London, __ _ _ ____ . ____________________________
The threefold analysis of this chapter has attempted to show whether the 
existing public open space system of south east London exhibits any of the 
characteristics associated with the hierarchy. 4part from the regular
22. See Ch. 2 Section 2.3(b) P. 94 et. seq.
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iistribution of metropolitan parks and the large number of local and small 
local parks with limited facilities (although no regular distribution) 
there is little evidence of the hierarchy of parks being replicated in 
south east London, Bather the size, distribution and characteristics 
of parks suggest the random development outlined earlier. There is no 
reason why the open space of south east London should display hierarchical 
tendencies 0 However the attempt to pursue such a policy as a target to 
be achieved would have serious implications for open space provision. 
The desirability of restructuring the existing park system of south east London 
in accordance with the hierarchy is questionable given the physical land use 
constraints and also the variation in population characteristics and likely 
demand for open space. The assumption of an isotropic plain where population, 
communications and land use are evenly distributed, upon which the theoretical 
hexagonal distribution is based, is absent in south east London,
A more realistic approach is to use the hierarchy as a means of identifying
deficiencies in existing provision, although physical and economic constraints
23 
may limit the ability of planning authorities to remedy deficiencies.
So far only the physical dimension of the hierarchy has been examined. The 
use that the community makes of open space and the demand for it should 
ultimately guide policies of open space provision.
23, See Part 11 Ch. 9 P, 388 et. seq.
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APPENDIX IV (a) The use of First Nearest Neighbour Analysis in testing
for regularity in the distribution of parks of 
different size categories.
The nearest neighbour statistic (En) was originally developed by two botanists 
Clark and Evans * as a means of objectively describing and analysing plant 
distribution patterns. It has since been applied to other disciplines
including geography where it has been used for example in empirical work on
o 
Central Place Theory as applied to settlement patterns * and childrens 1
playgrounds.
The first nearest neighbour statistic compares the observed average distance 
between nearest neighbours of a set of points distributed over space with 
the expected average distance between those points. The result will fall 
between two extremes of a completely clustered distribution (En = 0) or 
perfectly regular distribution (Rn = 2.15). Where Rn = 1 both the observed 
and expected average distances are equal and the pattern is described as 
being random, without any tendency either to clustering or regularity. A 
value of less than one results from the observed distance being smaller than 
the expected, implying some degree of clustering. A value greater than one 
suggests a tendency towards regularity.
The value of this statistic for testing central place distributions is that
1» P.J« Clark, F«C, Evans, "Distance to the Nearest Neighbour as a measure
of spatial relationships in population." Ecology (Vol. XXXV 1954) PP.445-453.
2. L.C. King "A Quantitative Expression of the Pattern of Urban
Settlement Areas of the United States." Tijdschrift Voor Economische 
en Sociale Geography, 53, 1-7
3. L«S, Mitehell. "An evaluation of Central Place Theory in a Recreation
Context, The case of Columbia, S, Carolina." Southeastern Geographer 
(Vol VIII 1968) PP. 45 - 53
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the theoretical hexagonal pattern, where points are arranged according to a 
lattice of equilateral triangles with each point equidistant from six other 
points,represents a perfectly regular distribution where Rn « 2 0 15
Calculation of First Nearest Neighbour Statistic (RQ) 0
The formula for the first nearest neighbour statistic is as follows:- °
Rn = D Obs
0.5 i
Where D Ob§ = the mean observed distance of points from first nearest neighbour
a = area over which points are distributed 
n = number of points
r E = 0,5 
nearest neighbour*,
= the mean expected distance of points from first
An important consideration in using this calculation is deciding on the
size of area (a), as this can significantly affect the En value (Fig. IV b(i) ).
4 Fall details of the calculation and interpretation of the statistic are
given in:
P A* Finder & M«F0 Vitherick "The Principles, Practice and Pitfalls
of Nearest Neighbour Analysis. Geography (LV11, 1972) PP. 277-88,
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If area (a) is adopted then the point pattern will be described as clusterec 
whilst area (b) would suggest a random or possibly regular pattern. This 
does not seriously affect the application of this statistic to the park 
pattern of South East London as open space can occur throughout the area 
which is a representative sample of the metropolitan area.
Of more importance is the related problem of measurement of the first 
nearest neighbour at the boundary. Nearest neighbour distances which span 
the boundary should be either all included or all omitted. If distances 
are measured between points within the boundary, this would have the effect 
of biasing the mean observed distance upwards, as there may be points which 
are nearer but which lie across the boundary. In the parks analysis these 
nearest neighbours which lie beyond the boundary are included.
Application of Technique to parks in south east London,
The analysis is based on the diagrammatic representation of metropolitan, 
district and locaj parks aa circles of differing sizes. Measurement of 
first nearest neighbour distances are from the midpoints of the circles. 
Where two parks of the same size category are contiguous, they are treated as 
a single park e,g, Greenwich Park and Blackheath, Tables IV (a) 1-3 
show the observed nearest neighbour distances for metropolitan, district 
and local parks respectively, whilst Table 4 shows the nearest neighbour 
distances between parks of all three size categories. Open spaces can be 
located on Fig. IV (a)(ii)«
Substituting in the formula above.
Rn (metropolitan parks) = 2,68 = 2,03
0.5 x /73783 
V 7
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where a = 73.83 sq. miles
n = 7 parks
D "Obs = 2.68 miles
Similarly
Rn. (District Parks) = 1,27 = 1.1
0.5 x /73.83 
V 14
Rn. (Local Parks) = 0.49 = 1.0
0.5 x/73.83" 
V 79
Rn. (All Parks) = 0.49 = 1.14
0.5 x /73.S3 
v 100
a 
For Rn to be either significantly regular or clustered D Obs must occur
outside the range - 2 S.E. r E.
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^"^Metropolitan Parks(l - VIl) 
Q District Parks(A - N)
O Local Parks(l - 79)
~-\ 
HSR*
Source op.cit. P,A. Pinder & M,E e Witherick P, 287
Tables IV (a) 1 - 4
Observed Distance from First Nearest Neighbour,
1 B Metropolitan Parks,
Map Ref 1st Nearest Neighbour Distance 
(miles)
I
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
Greenwich Pk/Blackheath 
Shooters Hill 
Beckenham Place Pk. 
Crystal Palace 
Petts Wood 
Hayes Common 
Bostal Heath Woods
Shooters Hill 
Bostall Woods 
Crystal Palace 
Beckenham Place Pk; 
Hayes Common 
Petts Wood 
Shooters Hill
2.9
2.15
2:35
2,35
3.45
3.45
2,15
2« District Parks
._
D Obs 2.68
Map Ref 1st Nearest Neighbour Distance 
(miles)
A 
B 
C 
D
E
Soutlrwark Park 
Peckham Pk. & Common 
Hilly Fields 
Ladywell R.G, 
Dulwich Pk,
Peckham Pk 0£ Common 
Dulwich Park 
Ladywell R p Ge 
Hilly Fields 
Peckham Pk c & Common
2.5 
1.2 
0,7 
0,7 
1.2
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Map Ref. 1st Nearest Neighbour Distance 
(miles)
P
G
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
M,
N.
Char It on Pk. 
Woolwich Common 
Plumstead Common 
Eltham Park 
Avery B0.1 Pk. 
Elmstead Wds. 
Chislehurst Common 
Keston Common 
Norman Pk,
Woolwich Common 
CharIton Pk, 
Woolwich Common 
Avery Hill Pk, 
Eltham Pk, 
Chislehurst Common 
Elmstead Vds, 
Norman Pk. 
Keston Common,
Plumstead Gdns.
Queenscroft
E. Greenwich Pleas,
Tarn
Well Hall Pleas 0
Horn Pk,
Middle Pk. PF
Sidcup Rd. O.S,
Forster Memorial
Downham Fields 
Mounts field Pk. 
Chinbrook Meadow 
Hornman Gdns, 
Sydenham Wells 
Mayow Pk, 
Deptford Pk. 
Blythe Hill Pk,
pepys Pk. 
Senegal Fields 
Telegraph Hill 
Lewisham Pk, 
Nopthbrook Pk. 
Manor Ho, Gdns. 
Home Pk.
Queenscroft 
Maryon W. 
Maryon Pk. 
Plumstead Gdns 
Shrewsbury Pk, 
Tarn
Maryon Pk, 
Eaglesfield 
Fairy Hill 
Abbey Wd. Pks, 
Well Hall Pleas. 
Maryon Pk. 
Fairy Hill 
Queenscroft 
Northbrook Pk. 
Sidcup Rd. O.S. 
Middle Ph. PF 
Downham Wood
Downham Wood 
Lewisham Pk. 
Marvels Wd. 
One Tree Hill 
Mayow Pk, 
Home Pk. 
Pepys Pk, 
Brenchley Gdns.
Deptford Pk. 
Deptford Pk. 
Ravensbourne Pk. 
Mountsfield Pk. 
Home Pk. 
Lewisham Pk, 
Southend Pk,
0.7 
0.2 
0.2 
0.8 
0.45
0.25
0.65
0.45
0.6
0.8
0.5
1.25
0.25
0.5
0.5
0.3
0.3
0.5
0.35
0.4
0.5
0.7
0,8
0.5 
0.4 
0.6
0.4 
0.5 
1.0
0.4
0.5 
0.8 
0.4
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Map Ref 1st Nearest Neighbour Distance 
(miles).
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.41;
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.
48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58. 
59: 60°.
61;
62.
63. 
64;
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75;76;
77;
78.
79.
South end Pk.
Downham Woodland
Warren Ave,
Ravensbourne Pk.
Geraldine Mary Harmsworth
Burgess Park. Park.
Belair
Honor Oak
Brenchley Gdns.
One Tree Hill
Betts Pk.
Alexandra Eg.
Blake R°,G.
Gator Pk,
Churchfields Rec,
Create Pk.
Croydon Rd. O.S.
Coney Hall R.G.
High Broom Wd,
Kelsey Pk.
South Hill Wd, 
Sparrows Den. 
Stanhope P.F. 
Well Wood 
Hollydale O.S. 
Church Ho; Gdns, 
Havelock R.G. 
Kings Meadow R.G. 
Magpie Hill R.G. 
Martins Hall 
Marvels Wd, 
Parkfield R.G. 
Pickhurst R.G. 
Southborough 0°.S, 
Whitehall Rec, 
Pickhurst Green 
Chislehurst R.G'. 
Edgebury O.S. 
Mottingham R.G. 
Mottingham S.B. 
Farnboro. R.G. 
Willet R;G. 
Petts Wd; R.G 
Famboro CO. 
Shaftesbury Pk. 
Poverest R.G.
Home Pk. 0.4 
Forster Memorial Park, 0.5
Shaftsbury Pk. 0.7
Telegraph Hill 1.0
Kennington Pk. 0.8
Kennington Pk. 0.8
One Tree Hill 1.2
One Tree Hill 0'.2
Honor Oak Pk. 0 =.3
Honor Oak 0,2 
R.G. (S. Norwood) 0.45
Home Pk. 0.6
High Broom Wd, 0.4
Alexandra R.G, 0.6
Croydon Rd, R,G. 0.5
Stanhope P,F. 0.3
Crease Pk. 0.4
Sparrows Den 0.35
Blake R.G. 0.4
Crease Pk. 0.4
Pickhurst R.G. 0.5
Coney Hall R.G. 0.35
Crease Pk. 0.3
Coney Hall R,G. 0.6
Farnborough Co. 0.7 
Martins Hill/Queensmead Pk. 0.2
Whitehall Rec, 0.4
Shaftesbury Pk. 0.45
Parkfields R.G. 0.4 
Church Ho. Grounds 0.2
Mottingham R,G. 0.2
Magpie Hall 0.4
Pickhurst Green 0.2
Parkfields R.G. 0.45
Havelock R.G. 0.4
Pickhurst Rec. 0.2
Edgebury O.S. 0.8
The Copse 0.7
Mottingham S.B. 0.2
Mottingham R.G. 0.2
Farnborough Co. 0°.35
Southboro O.S. 0.7
Southboro O'.S. 0.7
Famboro R.G. 0,35
Downham Fields 0.4
Willet R.G, 0.9.
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4. All Parks!
Metropolitan Parks,
Greenwich Pk/Blackheath 
Shooters Hill 
Beckenham Place Pk.
Crystal Palace
petts Wood
Hayes Co,
Bostall Heath & Vds.
E, Greenwich Pleas. 
Eaglesfield 
Warren Ave. P.F.
Sydenham Wells 
Willett R.G. 
Well Wood 
Lesnes Abbey Woods
Plumstead Gardens
Queenscroft
E, Greenwich Pleasance
Tarn
Well Hall Pleasance
Horn Park 
Middle Park P.F. 
Sidcup Road 0°.S°. 
Forster Memorial Park 
MountsfieId Park 
Chinbrook Meadow 
Hornimans Gardens
Senegal Fields 
One Tree Hill 
Ladywell Rec. 
Lewisham Park 
Belair R.G. 
Maryon Park 
Hornfair Park 
Plumstead Gdns, 
Shooters Hill 
Eltham Pk. 
Marvels Wd.
Chislehurst R.G. 
Hollydale O.S. 
Havelock R,G.
Queenscroft 
Maryon Wilson Park
Maryon Park 
Plums tead Gardens 
Shooters Hill 
Tarn
Charlton Park 
Eaglesfield 
Fairy Hill 
Plumstead Co, 
Well Hall Pleasance
0.6
0,55
0.7
0.5
0.5
0.3bis
0.6 
0.5
a.7
0.4
0.85
0.9
0.55
0.7 
0:2
0.2
0.35
0.25
0.4
0.45 
0.6 
0.6 
0.5
Greenwich Park/BlackheathO,9 
Fairy Hill 0,25 
Queenscroft 0.5
Northbrook Park 
Sidcup Road O.S, 
Middle Park P.F. 
Downhain Wood 
Lewisham Park 
Marvels Wood 
One Tree Hill
0.5 
0.3 
0.3
0.5 
0.4
0.5 
0.7
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Sydenham Wells
Mayow Park
Deptf ord Park
Blythe Hill Park
Pepys Park
Senegal Fields
Telegraph Hill
Lewisham Park
Northbrook Park
Manor House Gdns.
Home Park
Honor Oak Park
Brenchley Gardens
One Tree Hill
Betts Park
Alexandra R.G.
Blake R.G.
Gator Park
Churchfields R.G.
Crease Park
Croydon Road O.S.
Coney Hall E.G. 
High Broom Wood 
Kelsey Park 
South Hill Wood 
Sparrows Den P.F. 
Stanhope P.F. 
Well Wood 
Hollydale O.S. 
Church House Gardens 
Havel ock R.G. 
Kings Meadow R.G. 
Magpie Hall R.G, 
Martins Hill/Queensmead 
Marvels Wood 
Parkfields R.G.
Pickhurst R.G. 
Southborough O.S.
Whitehall R.G. 
Pickhurst Green 
Chislehurst R.G. 
Edgebury O.S. 
Mottingham Sports G. 
Mottingham Rec. G, 
Farnborough R.G. 
Petts Wood R.G. 
Shaftesbury Park 
Farnborough Co. 
Willett Road R.G.
Crease Park 
Pickhurst R.G. 
Coney Hall R.G. 
Crease Park 
Coney Hall R.G. 
Farnborough Common 
Martins Hill/Queensmd.
Whitehall R.G. 
Shaftesbury Park 
Parkfields R'.G. 
Church Ho. Gardens 
Mottingham R.G. 
Magpie Hall R.G. 
Peckhurst Green 
Parkfields R.G. 
Havelock R.G, 
Pickhurst R.G. 
Edgebury O.S. 
The Copse
Mottingham Rec. G. 
Mottingham Sports G. 
Farnborough Co. 
Southborough O.S. 
Downham Fields 
Farnborough R.G. 
Southborough O.S. 
Petts Wood R.G.
0.55
0.5
0.4
0.5 
0.4
0.5
1.0 
0.4
0.5 
0 =.8 
0.4 
0.4
0,5 
0.6 
0.8 
0.8 
0.8
0.5 
0.2
0,3 
0.2
0.45 
0.6 
0.4 
0.6
0.5 
0.3 
0.4
0.4
0.5
0.35
0.3
o;6
0.8 
0.2
0.4
0.45
0,4
0,2
0.2
0.4
0.2
0.45
0.4
0.2
0.8
0.7
0.2
0.2
0.35
0.7
0.4
0.35
0.7
0.7
-49.5 
D Obs 0.49
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APPENDIX IV(b) The Use of Single-Link Cluster Analysis in classifying
public open space by facility,
Cluster analysis refers to a set of techniques which attempt to group a 
sample of objects (n) into (g) classes on the basis of similarity between 
(p) variables. In this analysis a hierarchical clustering technique known 
as the single link or nearest neighbour method is used to group a sample of 
parks into classes on the basis of similarity between their facilities. 
A computer programme devised by Hennessey was used to perform this analysis. ' 
The workings of the method will be briefly outlined together with an evalua- 
tion of the suitability of its use in this context. This will be followed 
by a description of the data preparation and input.
The Method.
The first stage of the procedure involves the computation of a matrix of 
dissimilarity coefficients (d.c.) for each set of objects (parks) in the 
sample. The lower the dissimilarity coefficient for any pair of parks the 
more alike they will be in terms of the facilities they contain. When the 
coefficient is zero then the pair will be identical on this basis.
The pair or pairs with the lowest coefficients are fused to form a group at 
the lowest level of dissimilarity. The matrix is then re-computed to form 
dissimilarity coefficients between groups and the remaining individual 
objects in the set. From this second matrix pairs of objects or groups with 
the lowest coefficents are again fused to form further groups at the next 
lowest level of dissimilarity. This process continues by a series of
1 P F, Hennessey. A Fortran Programme to perform Single Link Cluster
Analysis (1974).Dissertation for BSc. (Hons.) Degree CNAA Polytechnic 
of N. London.
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The
application of this method in order to test the presence of a hierarchy
234,
of facilities among parks in south east London is very appropriate as the 
groups or clusters are arranged hierarchically insofar as identical pairs 
of objects (parks) cluster first, these then join other objects or groups 
of objects at a higher level of dissimilarity and so on until the entire 
set of objects forms one group at the highest level of dissimilarity.
There is a disadvantage of the single link method known as "chaining" which 
refers to the tendency of the method to cluster together at a relatively
Q
low level objects linked by chains of intermediates. * This results in 
optionally connected clusters but not necessarily homogeneous and compact 
clusters which would be most suitable in this context. Consequently discrete 
clusters in this analysis may not be homogeneous e.g. all parks with only 
playgrounds, but may include some open spaces with one or two other facilities 
which relate more closely to that cluster than to any other. Clusters, there- 
fore, tend to be of a predominantly one type of facility although not 
exclusively of that type of facility. *
Data input.
Standardized data on the type and number of facilities of each park in south 
east London was card punched for input to the programme. There were three 
broad facility types containing a number of different facilities (see 
Table IV b (i) ),
The data was weighted according to the number of each type of facility
2. See N. Jardine & R. Sibson (1968). The construction of hierarchic and 
non-hierarchic classifications. Computer Journal 11. 117-184. 
Also B. TfrrpT-i+.-fc Cluster Analysis (1974), Heineman P. 6l.
3. See Ch,^. P. 217 et. seq.
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contained in any individual park e.g. number of footba.il pitches. This was 
done by applying a standardized score between 0 and 100 based on the range 
of units per facility for all parks. In the case of football pitches the 
range was between 0 and 28, the park containing the latter being assigned 
the value of 100 for its football pitches. Thus it was possible to compare 
parks not just by type of facility but by number of each type of facility. 
Table IV b (ii) shows the coding frame for the standardized score).
Table IV b(i) Park facilities data.
Facility Type Facilities
Sports - Pitches
Courts/ 
Greens
Football 
Hockey 
Rugby 
Cricket
Netball
5-a-side
Tennis
Bowls
Putting
Fig« IV b (ii)
Coding Frame for Facility Weighting
Score Score
A FOOTBALL
B HOCKEY
C RUGBY
D CRICKET
E NETBALL
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
28
1
2
1
2
3
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
1
2
3
4
4
7
11
14
18
21
25
29
32
36
39
43
46
50
100
50
100
33
66
100
8
15
23
31
38
46
54
62
69
77
85
92
100
25
50
75
100
G TENNIS
H
I 
J 
K 
L
M 
N 
0 
P
Q
R
S
BOWLS
SWIMMING
PUTTING
ATHLETICS
BOATING
PADDLING
PLAYGROUND
KIDS CLUBS
FLOODLIGHTING
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
18
1
2
6
11
17
22
28
33
39
44
50
56
100
50
100
CAFES
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
100
PUBLIC BUILDINGS 100
100
ANIMALS & AVIARIES 100
F 5-A-SIDE 100
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CHAFFER 5, PUBLIC OPEN SPACE POLICY AND THE USE OF OPEN SPACE FOR 
INFORMAL RECREATION IN SOUTH EAST LONDON.
The physical characteristics of the size, spacing and distribution of open 
space represent only one dimension of the Greater London Development Plan 
hierarchy of provision. The other is the expected use that will be made of 
different park types by the community. These are closely related as the use 
made of a park will depend on its intrinsic characteristics - size, facilities 
and location.
Certain aspects of the use of open space in south east London for informal 
recreation have been developed earlier. * At this stage a more detailed 
analysis will be made to see how far the use of open space in the study 
area replicates the expected use of parks in the hierarchy. The expected 
use refers to visiting characteristics i.e. the distance people can be 
expected to travel to different park types and the nature of the visit they
made and the types of visitor. These are given in Table 5 and extracted
o 
from the original formulation of the hierarchy. *
Table 3 - Expected use of parks in G.L.D.P. hierarchy
Type Main Function Distance from home.
1. Metropolitan Park Weekend or occasional 2 miles, or more
visits by car or public where the park is
transport appreciably larger.
2. District Park Weekend or occasional ^ mile
visits by foot
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:>«. Local Park For pedestrian visitors mile
including nearby workers
4. Small Local Park Pedestrian visits especially mile or less
by old people, children and 
workers at midday; particularly 
valuable in high density areas.
From the survey of park users in south east London it will be possible tc 
test these "expected" visiting characteristics against "actual" visiting 
characteristics. Following Chapter 4, size is taken as the independent 
component upon which visiting characteristics are dependent,
3,1 Size of Park and Distance Travelled.
The distance from home outlined in Table 5 represents the maximum distance 
that an individual should be required to travel to a park of that size. 
The analysis below will examine the average distances and the frequency 
distribution of distances travelled to parks of metropolitan, district and 
local types in south east London,
Fig« 5«1 shows the frequency distribution of distances travelled by 
respondents to parks of different sizes. There are proportionately more 
visitors from over a mile to metropolitan parks than to district and 
local paxks (nearly half of all visitors). The local parks have the most 
skewed distribution with 80$ of visitors travelling less than J mile. 
Both district and local parks have a number of visitors from over three 
miles. The explanation for this, in each case, is that the visit is 
primarily to a facility contained within the park and not the park itself
3. See Appendix V(a) for details of survey, P. 254,
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i
20 J
10 -
Imi,
Metropolitan Open Space(l50+acres)
x = 1.63mi 
3 = 1.7mi.
2mi. 3mi. Distance
f 
30
20
10
Imi.
District Open Space(50-149 acres)
x = 0.65mi. 
= 0.57mi.
H h
2mi. 3mi. Distance
f 
30
20-
10
Imi,
Local Open Space(5-^9 acres)
x = 0.3mi. 
= 0.25mi.
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2mi 3n»i Distance
Source: See Appendix V(b) Table 2.
e.g. the Imperial War Museum in Geraldine Mary Harmsworth Park, Southwark.
These visits were considered atypical for district and local parks and were 
excluded from the calculation of average distance travelled. * Fig. 5.1 
shows the average distances ranging from 1.63 miles for metropolitan open 
space to 0.3 miles for local open space. These averages conform closely 
with the G.L.C. findings on the relationship between size of park visited
and distance travelled. 5.
Similarly the standard deviation * decreases as the size of park visited 
decreases Table 5.1 interprets this statistic showing that the variation
Table 3.1 .
Metropolitan parks. 
District parks 
local parks
of visits within 5 miles 
11 " 1.77 miles
0.79 miles
about the mean is much greater for metropolitan than for the other park types,
The implication of this analysis is that the larger the park, the farther 
people are prepared to travel. There is one finding which does not conform 
to this general conclusion: in some cases the effect of facilities located 
within parks has a considerable influence on distance travelled, in spite
4. See Appendix V(b) P. 262 et. seq.
5. G.L.C. Dept. of Planning & Transportation. Surveys of the use of 
Open Space 9 (2 vols; Research Paper No. 2; London: GLC, 1968) 
I, Pi76, para 270.
6 Standard deviation is a measure of dispersion about the mean 
(see Appendix V(b) ), P. 262.
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of size. The G.L 0D.P. Report of Studies acknowledges in passing that:-
"a parks catchment area is related to its acreage and, to
7 a lesser extent, to its facilities." *
The Report does not substantiate this claim or show the "extent" of this 
relationship. From a qualitative analysis of data for south east London, 
the type of facility which attracts visitors from a long distance tends 
to be specialist sports facilities such as athletics stadia or unique 
leisure or cultural facilities e.g. museums, rather than any typical park 
facilities.
3.2 Size of Park and other visiting character i sti c s.
From Table 5.1 four components of park visiting are explicitly stated in 
relation to the four park types: frequency of visit; time of visit; mode 
of travel and distance travelled. There are two implicit components which 
are not stated but which are related: length of visit to park, trip time to 
park. The relationship between these components can be summarized as follows;
Table 3*2
Visiting characteristics.
(a) High Frequency 
Any time 
Travel by foot 
Short distances 
Short visiting time 
Short journey time
(b) Low Frequency 
Weekend
Travel by car or public transport 
Longer distances 
Longer visiting time 
Longer journey time
7. G.L.C. Dept. of Planning & Transportation, Greater London Development 
Plan. Report of Studies (London; GLC, 1969) P. 123, para 5.17(c).
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The G.L.D 0P 9 hierarchy suggests that local and small local parks would cater 
for the visits characterised by (a) and metropolitan and district parks 
would cater for (b) type visits. From the survey of park, users in south 
east London an attempt will be made to show whether:-
(a) the components listed in Table 5o2 are related
(b) the visit types (a) and (b) are associated with different park types
Chi-square analysis will be used to test these relationships and their 
significance,, *
( a) Inter-relationships between park visiting characteristics; Sg 
Table 5o2( a ) summarizes the significant and non-significant relationships 
that were found to exist between characteristics of visits to parks in 
the study area",
Table 3«2( a--) Matrix of Associations between park visiting characteristics 
Frequency
Duration 
Time of visit 
Distance Travelled 
Mode 
Journey time
Significant at 95^ X 
confidence level
Not significant O 
App V(c) Tabs. 1-15
Certain sets of relationships emerge:-
(i) frequency is associated with all other trip characteristics and the
nature of the relationship can be summarized as follows: more frequent 
trips are associated with shorter stays in parks, occur at any time, 
are over shorter distances, take a shorter time and are made by foot. 
For less frequent trips the converse is true. This conforms with the 
expected trip characteristics in Table 5.2 based on the G.L.D.P. 
hierarchy.
(ii) time of week of visit is related to all other characteristics: weekend 
visits tend to be less frequent, of longer duration, and the journey 
distance and time tend to be greater with mode of travel being by 
motorized transport. The reverse is true for visits which occur at 
any time - either weekday or weekend.
(iii)distance travelled, mode of travel and journey time are closely related: 
the longer the distance, the longer the journey time and the more likely 
the journey will be made by motorized transport. Conversely shorter 
journeys take less time and tend to be made by foot. These are 
self-evident relationships which would be expected to occur; distance 
being the independent variable upon which time of journey and mode 
depend.
(iv) The matrix also indicates an absence of significant relationships betweer 
duration of visit and other trip characteristics, with the exception 
of time of visit when weekend visits tend to be of longer duration.
The G L.C. surveys of open space confirmed the relationships identified as 
significant in the foregoing analysis; frequency was found to be related
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o 
to other visiting characteristics; distance, mode of travel and journey
time were found to be inter-related, * The survey also found that duration
11 12 of visit * and time of visit * were significantly related to other visiting
characteristics.
The lack of significant association between duration of visit and other 
characteristics in south east London may be due to the categories "two 
hours or less" and "over two hours" as not being sensitive enough to 
indicate positive relationships with the other variables. Intuitively one 
would expect length of stay at parks to be related to all the other 
characteristics, and in fact it is related to time of visit. At a slightly 
lower confidence level duration of visit would also be significantly related 
to journey time, shorter trips being associated with shorter stays.
Consequently the relationships expected to exist in the G.L»D.P, hierarchy 
are in the main shown to occur in the use of open space in south east London.
(b) Park types and visiting characteristics,
The foregoing analysis will be extended to test whether relationships exist 
between size of park and the trip characteristics. Table 5«2(b) shows
9. G.L.C. Dept. of Planning & Transportation, Surveys of the Use of Open Space, 
op.cit. I P. 16 Table 6 B 
Ibid I, P. 17 Fig. 4 & 5 
Ibid I, P. 26 Table 18
10. Ibid I, P. 22 Table 13
11. Ibid I, P. 19 Table 11 
Ibid II, P. 101 Table 82
12. Ibid I P. 16 Table 6 
Ibid I P. 17 Fig 4 & 5 
Ibid I P. 18 Table 8.
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Table 5.2(b) Matrix of associations between size of park and
visiting characteristics.
Visiting characteristics
Frequency
Duration
Time of visit
Distance travelled
Mode
Journey time
Size of Park
0
0
0
X
X
X
Table No 
(App V(c
16
17
18
19
20
21
  
) )
Significant X
(at 95$ confidence level)
Not significant 0
The only significant set of relationships to emerge is between park size 
and distance travelled, mode of travel and journey time. Larger parks 
attract visitors from greater distances, whose journeys tended to be by 
motorized transport and take a longer time. The converse is true of smaller 
parks. Consequently it is only the spatial aspects of the hierarchy which 
can be supported by empirical data for parks in south east London. The 
aspatial characteristics of frequency, duration and time of visit are not 
significantly associated with size of parks. The explanation for this lies 
in the nesting of functions implicit in the G.L.D.P. hierarchy. Each 
larger park type in the hierarchy is assumed to encompass the function of 
the next smaller park type. Consequently large metropolitan parks and small
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local parks will have high frequency, short duration visits made at any 
time, although metropolitan parks should have more low frequency, longer 
duration weekend visits. This possibly blurs the relationship which cannot 
be detected by means of chi-square analysis, whereas the spatial aspects 
are more obvious and apparent and exhibit positive relationships with park 
size.
The G,L,C. surveys confirmed these findings indicating relationships betweer 
size of park and distance travelled and mode of travel. In addition
significant relationships were found to exist between size of open space
14 
and frequency, time and duration of visits, " For the reason outlined in
the previous paragraph the analysis used for park visiting data for 
south east London failed to show these relationships, although it can 
be concluded that they are present,
(c) Size of park and type of user,
A limited analysis of the demographic characteristics of park users was 
made in relation to the size of park visited. Fig, 5.2 indicates 
the age/sex structure of visitors to metropolitan, distri.ct and local sized 
parks. For the metropolitan and district parks there are larger numbers of 
male respondents and fewer female respondents fairly evenly distributed 
across all the age ranges. The presence of the middle aged as well as
13, Ibid I, P. 28 Table 19
Ibid I P. 23 Table 15
. Ibid I P, 20 para. 78, P. 24 Tab. 1? 
Ibid I,P. 18 para. 62, P. 18 Table 7 
Ibid I,P.20 para, 70, P. 19 Table 11.
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(a)Metropolitem (150+acres)
S Years
(li)District (50-149 acres)
(c)Local (5-^9 acres)
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-64 
65+
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-49 
50-64 
65+
10-19 
20-29 
30-39 
40-4$ 
50-6' 
65+
14 12 10 8 0 6 8 10 12 14 16
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(b) more selective longer distance/ lower frequency family and 
weekend use
(c) Very much more selective low frequency and special occasion 
use. 17'
The latter type was not distinguished for south east London and was
also not supported by the findings of a survey of open space use in
T   -i Liverpool.
G.L.C. findings were related to further findings on the relationship 
between park size and distance people were prepared to travel, to form 
the empirical basis for the hierarchy of provision. The size - distance 
relationships are summarized as follows :-
Size of Park (acres) Average radius Average radius 
___________________ of catchment area (GLC) _____ (S.E. London),
2-49 up to 0.25 mi 0.3' mi
50 - 149 up to 0.75 mi 0.65 mi
150 and over 2 - 5 mi 1.63 mi
The south east London survey broadly confirms these findings the average
radius being slightly greater for parks 2-49 acres, and less for larger
20 parks, Balmer's study suggests that catchment area is not soley affected
by size of open space, but also by the facilities it contains. Parks between 
2 - 100 acres can have catchment radii of -f- - 1 mile or 2 - 3 miles depending
17. G.L.C. Surveys of the Use of Open Space, op. cit I, P.71 para. 253
18. Liverpool City Planning Dept. op.cit P. 20 para. 34.
19. G.L.C. Greater London Development Plan ; Report of Studies, op.cit 
P. 123 para. 5.17
20. See Fig. 5»1
250,
24. G.L.C. Surveys of the Use of Open Space, op.cit. I, P.73 para
. 265.
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The findings of the south east London survey and the G.L.C. surveys which 
show relationships between size of park and distance travelled and other 
visiting characteristics, and the nesting function that is implicit in 
these findings, does lend support to a hierarchy of open space based on 
size and function. However analysis in Chapter 3 suggests that there is 
a preference for visiting large parks as opposed to small, 25 * a finding 
which was also found to be true by the G.L.C. 26 * A "large" park demand 
was identified based on a direct relationship between the volume of visits 
to parks and their size. Furthermore the G.L.C. found that there exists 
a "short distance" demand, as a large proportion of visitors were willing 
to travel up to 0.25 miles regardless of the size of park.27* From these 
findings it might be equally well implied that parks of 50 acres and over
should be located within a short distance of every home. This is acknowledgec
28 
in the Report of Studies. * Consequently the hierarchy does not necessarily
follow from the analysis of this chapter or of the G.L.C. surveys, although 
it can be made to fit these findings.
The hierarchy of open space provision is one of a number of possible planning 
policies supported by findings on use and it is pertinent to ask whether
such a policy should be adopted in the absence of any physical evidence
oq 
of a hierarchy of open space occurring in south east London.
The validity of the hierarchy can also be questioned in terms of variation
25. See Ch. 3 Section 3.3(a) P 9 154 et. seq.
26. G°.L.C°. Surveys of the Use of Open Space, op.cit. I, P. 72 Fig. 15 & 16.
27. Ibid I, P°. 72-73 paras 256-260
28. G.L.C. Greater London Development Plan, Report of Studies.op.cit. 
P. 123 para 5.21.
29. Ch. 4 S£C. 4.4 P. 221 et. seq.
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in the patterns of use of open space that may occur within the metropolitan
area. It has been shown that the factors affecting recreational demand
30 
vary considerably over south east London. * The foregoing analysis has
indicated certain relationships which are true for the whole study area which 
lend support to the hierarchy. It has not shown any variations in use within 
the study area. This will be developed more fully in Chapter 6 where 
the patterns of use of open space by schoolchildren will be examined.
30. Ch. 3 Sec. 3.4 P.l6? et. seq.
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APPENDIX V (a^ Details of User Survey of Open Space in South East London,
Sample; A systematic random sample of visitors was taken for a cross- 
section of parks, selected (non-randomly) on the basis of size, characteristics 
and location. Table v(a)(i) indicates the parks selected, grouped according 
to size type of G.L.D.P. hierarchy, and the number of interviews conducted.
Fig. V(a) is an accompanying location map. A sample size of 250 
was chosen,although only 222 interviews were attempted due to 
manpower constraints. 216 interviews were successfully completed 
with a small refusal rate of 2.5$.
Table V(a) (i).
Metropolitan Open Spaces
Bostall Woods 
Crystal Palace Park 
Greenwich Park 
Oxleas Woods 
Petts Woods
District Open Spaces
Avery Hill Park
Charlton Park
Chislehurst Common
Eltham Park
Hilly Fields Recreation Ground
Ladywell Recreation Ground
Peckham Park and Common
Plumstead Common
Southwark Park
Local/Small Local Open Spaces,
North Camberwell Open Space
(Burgess Park)
Camberwell Green
Deptford Park
Geraldine Mary Harmsworth Park
Lucas Gardens
Mai*yon Wilson Park
St. Giles Gardens
Telegraph Hill Park
Sampling errors.
Interviews completed
10
13
23
19
4
6
7
5
3
14
16
14
13
11
89
3
20
8
12 
2 
2
58
Map ref,
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
As the survey is a sample of park users the information derived from it is
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SELECTED FOR USER SURVEY
For key to parks see Table V(a)(i)
subject to a certain amount of error. The size of the error will depend, 
on the size of the sample, the larger the sample the smaller will be the 
sampling error. The sample size of the survey of park users was 2l6« 
Table V(a)(ii) gives the range of the sampling error at the 95% confidence 
level i.e. percentages based on the survey should be interpreted as follows; 
"there is a 95 out of 100 chance that the true value of this statistic 
is between ....56 and ....,<
Table V(a)(ii). Percentage of + 1.96 SE,
sample with attribute - ____
50 : 50 6.7 
45 : 55 6.6 
60 6,5
6.4
6,1
5.8
20 : 80 5.3
15 : 85 4.8
10 : 90 4.0
5 : 95 2.9
Questionnaire design.
The layout and content of the questionnaire (appended) is substantially the 
same as the household survey questionnaire. It differs in two respects: 
there is a section at the beginning giving details of the park, and the 
time and weather conditions when the interview took place; it refers 
specifically to the site where the interview is taking place.
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Fieldwork.
The survey was conducted in May and June 1972 and 1973. Twelve student 
volunteers were briefed on techniques of interview. Within each selected 
open space interviewers would site themselves at a suitable vantage point 
(a main gate, crossing of paths) and would interview the person to whom
they were nearest at ten minute intervals. Bias was avoided by not 
placing interviewers at any particular facility within parks*
The timing of interviews is critical with regard to the use of open space. 
Interviewers were sent out at a variety of times, both weekday and weekends. 
Predominance was given to weekend and weekday evenings interviewing as 
being the most busy times.
Data processing.
Information contained in the completed questionnaires was converted into 
numeric form and transcribed onto coding sheets. These were used as the 
punching documents from which to punch information onto cards. The data 
was input to the I.C.L. survey analysis package XDSB and run on Thames 
Polytechnic's I.C.L. 1900 computer.
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Details of Interview,
Location in park/open space..«.«..«.......«...,...«.........«,>
Day.,-. ,«.oo...« .«...«.o««... .. .Time of interview................<>
PART I. GENERAL USE.
1. When did you last visit this open space? (specify which) 
within the last week (l)
" "
" "
" "
(
5. Is this the main purpose of your visit?
yes (27) 
no (28) 
if no, was it combined with a
shopping trip (29) 
worktrip/lunchbreak (30) 
a visit to see friends or relatives (31)
5. How long do you usually stay here?
................................ (32)
7. How did you travel here?
walking (33 
car (34
bus (35 
train (36
cycle (37) 
motorcycle/
scooter 
otherf
if you came by car did you have any difficulty parking?
yes (40)
no (41)
and where did you park it?
............................... (42)
9. Would you please tell me where you have come from? (exact address if poss.^
10. Is there any open space nearer to your home than this one?
yes (45) 
no (46) 
if yes, which one
11. Is there anything you particularly like about this open space?
or anything you particularly dislike?
.............................. (50)
Do you think the provision of facilities here could be improved by any
of these? 
cafes (51) facilities for old people 55)
toilets (52) " " children 56) AT   T4?   .,.,. oi   /c-z\ ii H 4. / rr~>\ N.B. If facilitiesparking space(53) " " sports/games 57) ' considered
n litter bins/ other (specify) adequate tick 
benches ( 54) ........................ (58) here ( )
PART IIFOB MOTHERS OR ESCORTS WITH CHILDREN
13. How often do you bring your child/children here?
more than once per week
once per week
once per month
once every three months
14. Do you usually bring him/her/them here
on a weekday (63) 
at the weekend (64) 
and at what time?
morning (65) 
afternoon (66) 
evening (67)
15« How do/does your children/child spend their/his/her time here? 
................................................... (68)
16. Do you know if this open space has any playscheme or organised 
activities for children? yes (69)
no (70) 
if yes does/do your child/children take part in them?
yes (71) 
no (72)
if no (70) do you think something of this nature should be provided?
yes (73) 
no (74)
PART III FOR THOSE PLATING SPORTS OR_____
17. Which sport are you going to play?
........................................... (75)
18. Are you using this open space as a member of a sports club?
Yes (76) 
no (77) 
if yes which one?
........................ (78)
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19. How often do you play?
more than once per week 
once per week
(79)
(80)
once per month 
once per 3 months (82)
20. On what day of the week do you play?
.............................. (83)
and at what time?
.............................. (84)
21. Are the facilities for sport adequate in this open space?
yes 
no 
if no, what provision should be made?
................................ (87)
23. Employment/education matrix.
employment occupation education 
ft, pt, unemp. retired_________________(school leaving
Interviewee
Others(specify____________________________________________ 92i..;.........__________________________ 93
2........... 94
3..........._______________________________________ 95
24. Do you own a car yes (96) no (97)
if yes do you go for day trips to the countryside in it?
yes (98) no (99) 
if yes, where do you go?
..................................(100)
APPENDIX V(b)
Table 1, Distances travelled to Metropolitan, District
and Local Parks»_______________________
(a) Metropolitan Open Space
Park, Distance (mi) No, of facilities
Bostall Woods 5.94 0
0.25 
2.0 
0.69 
2.0 
0.56
0.31
1.63
2.69
Park Distance (mi) No. of facilities
Oxleas Woods
Petts Wood
e 


Park Distance (mi) No. of facilities,
Geraldine Mary Harmsworth Park 0,16 11
3c = 111.13 = 1.63 mi
68
standard deviation cf = __   :
"n~
Table 2.
Size of Park by Distance Travelled.
Miles
0
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.50
1.75
2.00
2.25
2.50
2.75
3.00
- 0.24
- 0.49
- 0.74
- 0.99
- 1.24
- 1.49
- 1.74
- 1.99
- 2.24
- 2.49
- 2.74
- 2.99
Metropolitan 
(150+ acres)
.
9
20
6
3
6
5
2
3
1
3
_
10
District Local 
(50-149 acres) (0-49 acres)
13
34
17
5
2
4
3
1
1
2
1
4
32
13
2
2
1
1
_
_
_
 
_
_
6
Total 68 87 57
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APPENDIX V(c) Use of contingency tables and chi-square analysis in testing
for relationships between park visiting characteristics.
The chi-square test ( ) can be used to evaluate whether or not 
frequencies which have been empirically obtained differ significantly from 
those which would be expected under a certain set of theoretical assumptions. 
This test can be applied to frequencies which have been cross-classified to 
form contingency tables e.g.
Time taken to 
reach park
Frequency of Park Visiting
once per week or more less than once per week
It can be assumed that the frequency of visiting is not affected by the time 
taken to reach parks.
The figures in brackets represent the expressed frequencies that would occur
2
under this hypothesis. By using the ^C"~ test it is possible to compare 
observed with expected frequencies and test whether they are significantly 
different. If they are then the original hypothesis must be rejected in 
favour of saying that frequency of park visiting is affected by the time 
taken to reach a park,
- 
^ ^^ ^^
Testing for Significance
As with other measures of association it is necessary to test for significance. 
In the above example two hypotheses are tested:
HQ (null hypothesis) frequency of park visiting is independent of 
time taken to reach parks.
H-^ (alternative hythesis) frequency of visiting is related to time taken,
If the calculated chi-square is greater than that which would have occurred 
by chance then the alternative hypothesis is accepted i.e. that these park 
visiting characteristics are significantly associated.
The calculated chi-square statistic is tested against a theoretical chi-square 
distribution whose magnitude varies depending on:
(i) the significance level chosen (<£C ). In the subsequent analysis a
confidence level (0.05) will be used so that where vK (calc) 3- \X
^^"  **(0*05) there is a probability that the relationship will be significant. 
(ii) degrees of freedom (d.f.). This depends on the number of cells in 
the contingency tables obtained as follows:-
r - 1) (C - 1)
Where r and C are the numbers of rows and columns.
As the \X^~ 2 (calc) statistic increases as the size of table increases then 
the theoretical chi-square necessary for significance at the confidence 
level will also be larger as degrees of freedom will increase.
In the above example if the confidence level is 
and d. f . = 1 
then 2(0.05) = 3.841
vX-2(calc) > 2(0.05) 
indicating that the alternative hypothesis 
is accepted and that there is a relationship 
between these variables.
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Interpretation of Statistic.
V"~ 2 
The presence of a significant association identified hy the 
test gives no indication of the direction or the strength of the 
relationship. It is usually possible to ascertain intuitively whether 
the relationship is positive or negative e.g. in the above example 
observation suggests that there is an inverse relationship: as journey 
time increases frequency of visiting decreases.
The strength of the relationship cannot be ascertained from the magnitude
-,__  Q
of v^X (calc) although there are tests which can be used. In this 
analysis it is sufficient to know whether significant relationships 
axist or not.
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Table 1. Frequency of Visit by Duration of Visit
Frequency of Visit
More than Once per week/ 
once per week once per 2 weeks
Less thau
Less than 2 hours
Over 2 hours
86
(83.4)
40
(42.6)
31
(27.1)
10
(14.3)
18
(24.5)
19
(12.5)
135
69
20c.
126 41 37 204
Ho:
Hr
H
Duration of visit independent of frequency of visit 
Duration of visit associated with frequency of visit
= 
H at the 95$ confidence level  ' - HI is accepted,
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Table 3. Frequency of Visit by Time of Visit
' f 
Ho = Frequency of visit and distance travelled to park are 
independent
H = Frequency of visit is related to distance travelled 
to park.
H S Ho at 95$ confidence level /. H, is accepted,
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Frequency of Visit
Mode
Walking/ 
Cycling
Motorized
transport
<?<
d.f.
More than 
once per week
107 
(97.6)
20 
(29.4)
127
= 0.05 
= 2
Once per week/ 
once per 2 weeks
31 
(31.5)
10 
(9.5)
41
^CO,0§ = 5.99 
2
Less than 
once per 2 weeks
21 
(3.0)
18 
(9.0)
39
159
48
207
\X(calc)= 15.64
Ho = Frequency of visit and mode of travel are independent 
H, = Frequency of visit is associated with mode of travel
H, V Ho at the 95$ confidence level H is accepted.
Table 6 Frequency of Visit by Journey Time 
Frequency of Visit
Journey time More than
once per week
Once per week/ 
once per 2 weeks
Less than 
once per 2 weeks
Under 15
minutes
Over
15 minutes
96
(87.6)
20
(28.4)
36
(31.0)
5
(10.0)
16
(29.4)
23
(9.6)
148
48
116
Ho: Journey time independent of frequency of visit 
H : Journey time associated with frequency of visit
Table 7. Duration of Visit by Journey Time
*
Ho: Duration of visit and time of visit are independent 
H,: Duration of visit is related to time of visit
H-, ^> Ho at the 95$ confidence level ,". H, is accepted,
Table 8. Duration of Visit by Distance Travelled.
Duration of visit
Distance 2 hours or less Over 2 hours
0.75 mi. or less
Over 0.75 mi,
116.5 
(115,5)
49.5 
(50.5)
27.5 
(28.5)
13.5 
(12.5)
  5T 
3.84 
0.14
144
63
c< = 0.05 
d.f. = 1
166 207
Ho : Duration of visit and distance travelled are independent. 
H-, : Duration of visit is related to distance travelled
Ho N Hn at the 95$ confidence level .". Ho is accepted.
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Table 9 Duration of Visit by Mode of Travel,
Duration of Visit,
Mode of Travel 2 hours and 
under
Table 10, Duration of Visit by Journey Time,
Duration of visit
Journey time 2 hours 
and under
Ho = Duration of visit and journey time are independent
Duration of visit is associated with length of journey
Ho H-. at 95$ confidence level   - Ho is accepted.
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Table 11, Time of Visit by distance travelled.
Distance travelled
0.75 mi or less
Over 0.75 mi
<X
d.f.
Time of visit
Anytime
104.5 
(98.7)
30.5 
(36.3)
135
2
= 0.05 \X~(0.05) 
2
= 1 NX"( calc )
Weekends
39.5 
(«.3)
22.5 
(16.7)
6i>
= 3.84 
= 4.02
144
53
197
Ho: Time of visit is independent of distance travelled to park.
H.,: Time of visit is related to distance travelled to park.
2> Ho at the 95$ confidence level .". H, is accepted.
Table 12.
- 0,05 
d.f. = 1
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Table 13. Time of Visit by Journey Time 
Time of visit
Journey time Anytime Weekend
15 minutes
or less
Over 15 minutes
d.f.
98.5
(92.1)
20.5
(26.9)
119
= 0.05 >;
= 1 >
2
K~ (0.05)
2
<" (calc)
38.5
(44.9)
19.5
(13.1)
58
= 3.84
= 6.0
137
40
177
Ho: Time of visit and journey time to park are independent
H-,: Time of visit is related to journey time to park.
H-. ,> Ho at the 95$ confidence level /  H-. is accepted.
Table 14. Distance Travelled by Mode.
148
0.05 
d.f. = 1
65
(0.05) = 3.84
2
(calc) = 87.9
213
Ho = Distance travelled and mode of travel are independent 
H = Distance travelled is associated with mode of travel.
h \ Ho at the 95$ confidence level .* , H^ is accepted,
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Table 13. Distance travelled by Journey Time. 
Distance travelled
Journey time 0.75 mi or less Over 0,75
15 mins or less
Over 15 mins
140.5 
(122.6)
2.5 
(20.4)
33.5 
(51.4)
26.5 
(8.6)
174
29
"55"
203
ex. = 0.05 
d.f. = 1
(0.05) = 3.84
2
(calc) = 61.48
Ho = Distance travelled is independent of journey time 
H-, = Distance is associated with journey time
H, ^> Ho at the 95$ confidence level .*. H, is accepted.
Table 16
Journey time
Mode of Travel by Journey Time. 
Mode of travel
Over 15 mins
146
42
148 188
Ho: Mode of travel is independent of journey time 
H-. : Mode of travel is associated with journey time
d.f. = 1 = 10.6
H ,> Ho at the 95$ confidence level is accepted.
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Ho = Size of park is independent of frequency of visit 
H = Size of park is associated with frequency of visit
Ho J> at <
Table 18 Size of
Duration of visit
Two hours or less
Over two hours
)5$ confidence level
park by Duration of
Size of park
150 acres or more
43 
(45.7)
26
69
/. Ho is accepted.
Visit
50-149 acres
61 
(57.6)
26
87
Less than
50 acres.
35 
(35.7)
19
54
139
71
210
66 78
Less than 
50 acres.
Anytime
Weekends
41
(46,9)
25
(19.1)
57
(55.4)
21
(22.6)
42
(37.7)
11
(15.3)
140
57
53 197
*^
= 0.05 >>0(0.05) = 5.99
2 
d.f . = 2 v)C(calc) = 4.43
Ho: Size of park and time of visit are independent 
IL : Size of park is related to time of visit
Ho J 
Table 20
Distance
Size of Park by Distance Travelled 
Size of park
150+ acres 50-149 acres 0-49 acres
0.75 miles 
or less
More than 
0.75 miles
28 
(43.5)
40 
(24.5)
65 
(57)
24 
(32)
44 
(36.5)
13 
(20.5)
137
77
68 89
= 0.05 vXT0 - 05)
d.f. = 2 >)C(calc) = 22.7
57 214
Ho = Size of park is independent of distance people are prepared
to travel. 
H = Size of park is associated with distance people are prepared
to travel.
H1 > Ho H-, is accepted at 95^ confidence level
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Table 21. Size of Park by Mode of Travel
69 
CX - 0-°5 \>T0 ' 05 = 5.99
2
d.f. = 2 v^calc) = 15.3
Ho = Size of park is independent of mode of travel of visitors. 
H-. = Size of park is associated with mode of travel of visitors
Ho H, is accepted at the 95$ confidence level
216
Table 22
Journey time
Size of Park by Journey Time 
Size of park
150 acres or over 50-149 acres
68
= 0.05
81
d.f. = 2
\XTO-05 = 5.99 
v^(calc) 2= 5.77
0-49 acres
15 minutes
or under
Over 15 minutes
42
(49.4)
26
(18.6)
64
(58.9)
17
(21.1)
43
(40.7)
13
(15.3)
149
56
Ho = Size of park is independent of journey time 
H-. = Size of park is related to journey time
Ho J> H, at the 95$ confidence level /. HQ is accepted.
HI > HP a^ *ne 9o$ confidence, level .'. H^ is accepted
205
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CHAPTER 6. THE USE OF PUBLIC OPEN SPACE BY SCHOOLCH1LDBKN
The introductory analysis of the use of open space for informal recreation 
in Chapter 3 compared the main differences in use between adults and 
children, and between teenagers and younger children. At that stage some 
reference was made to the size and type of park visited. That analysis will 
now be developed in a similar way to that of Chapter 5 to test the effect 
of size and type of park on distance travelled, and also on the other 
visiting characteristics of schoolchildren. The inter-relationships between 
visiting characteristics will be compared with those of adults and also with 
the G.L.D.P. hierarchy. If the patterns of use differ substantially from 
those of adults and those expected in the G.L.D.P, it may be that a hierarchy 
of provision will be inappropriate to the needs of children.
The analysis of the last chapter will be developed further to examine the 
effects of location on the use of open space by children. Any differences 
in visiting patterns between different parts of south east London may also 
suggest that a hierarchy of provision which is applied uniformly may be 
inappropriate to meeting differing needs. Such findings may also be 
applicable to the adult population.
The analysis is based on a survey of schoolchildren * which because of its 
structure and size has enabled locational analysis to be undertaken. Where
possible comparison will be made with the G.L.C's own survey of
o 
schoolchildren, * based on a sample of schools in Inner London in 1964.
1. See Appendix Vl(a) for details of survey. P, 298 et, seq,
2. G.L.C, Planning Department, Surveys of the Use of Open Space (2 vols; 
Greater London Research Paper No. 2; London: G.L.C, 1968) Ch. 5.
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The use of open space for informal recreation is only one facet of the 
outdoor recreation of children. The use of open space for sport will be 
considered in Chapter 7, although no analysis will be made of school activities 
or the use of educational playing fields.
6,1 Inter-relationships between park visiting characteristics,
Within the G.L.D.P, hierarchy children are considered as an important sub- 
group of general users of public open space. Provision for children is only 
specifically mentioned in the hierarchy in relation to local and small 
local open space, " The G«L,C. intends that small local parks of less than 
five acres should be used by young children, accompanied by a parent with 
limited time available, who require specialised play facilities at a short 
distance from home. The provision of play areas in local parks (5-^9 acres) 
is for older children who can travel farther afield unaccompanied. Although 
not mentioned explicitly in the hierarchy, the playing fields that district 
parks offer together with play areas and playgrounds provide facilities 
for both older and younger children. The same is true of metropolitan parks, 
and in addition the hierarchy anticipates that children will visit these large 
parks as members of a family group on outings.
The visiting characteristics of children accompanied by their parents will 
inevitably reflect adult patterns. The following analysis will concentrate 
solely on the visiting characteristics of unaccompanied children,
(a) Size of park and distance travelled,
Fig, 6,l(a) shows the frequency distribution of distances travelled by
3. See Ch, 1 Table 1.2(d) (i) P. 33.
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